The yard was founded way back in 1991 and started oﬀ by making small wooden boats
and developed its way of building boats over the years. From 1997 on the yard built
more than 200 complete Finngulf Yachts as a contractor.
In 2007 we came up with a plan to start something new. That’s where we put down the
vision of the brand and laid out the concept of the ﬁrst yacht. The name Saare came
a little later. We’re based on the island Saaremaa, and saare is the Estonian word for
‘island’.
Today after more than 10 years of manufacturing Saare Yachts, our product portfolio
consists out of 5 diﬀerent highly customizable models, we can say we truly for ﬁll the
meaning ‘island yacht’ with our boats. We have customers who report how safely the
boat behaves in all conditions and how our quality standards put a smile on their face
each time they step on their boat.
Up to now we have sold yachts to more than 13 countries all over Europe. Our proud
Saare owners use their individualized yachts as family cruisers, for club racing and for
worldwide blue water sailing.
Peeter Sääsk
Saare Paat OÜ
Managing Director

Our hulls are made with two hand
laminated layers of glass ﬁber
with vinyl ester resin. The Rest of
the GRP works is made by using
the vacuum infusion technology.
Because of this technology our
yachts are lighter, have a perfect
glass to resin ratio and no air inside the GRP. In this mold we also
include the fender list.
After laminating the hull we put in
our additional hull structure. This
structure makes the boat incredible stiﬀ and strong. We laminate
it with several layers to the bilge
and hull. Another important part
is our deep bilge, which not only
lowers the center of gravity, but
also makes the yacht a lot stronger in case of a grounding.
During the interior works, we
laminated every bulkhead and
lockers to the hull, to make a even
longer lasting and safer construction. By using no inner mold, we
are capable to individualize the
manufactured interior to the
customer’s needs. Every customer can choose between oak and
mahogany as interior wood.
Our decks are glued by using
vacuum. Therefor we do not have
any screws in the deck. Today we
use Deck King, a synthetic teak, as
standard material. These materials are long lasting and easier
to maintain. Of course we oﬀer
natural teak as option.
During the wedding, every interior part and bulkhead, gets laminated to the deck. The hull-deck
connection is not only glued but
also laminated in several layers
on full length, so hull and deck
form one safe, strong and watertight unit. Due to the stable GRP
sandwich combination, our boat
is very well insulated.

Test in YACHT 02/19 - the leading
sailing magazine in Europe
„Eine Yacht vom Allerfeinsten – und mit
einem klaren Konzept: die Saare 38.2.“
„Keine Kompromisse. Wieso sich mit
dezidierten Gästekabinen abgeben, die
kaum bis gar nicht bewohnt werden
und dann ohnehin nur als schlechter
nutzbarer Stauraum dienen? Weshalb
sich über Fender, Rettungsinsel und
Fahrräder an Deck ärgern, wenn sich
diese auch in Backskisten unterbringen
ließen?“
„Und schließlich: Wozu vor dem
An- und Ablegen verkrampfen, wenn
zwei Strahler Nerven und den innerehelichen Seelenfrieden zu schonen
vermögen?“
„Trotz Seitenwind lässt sich das Boot
ohne weitere Maßnahmen oder Kontakt
in Lee damit einfach aus der Box ziehen
und auf engstem Kreis drehen; mit dem
System wird jedes Hafenmanöver zur
großen Gaudi.“
„Konsequenz schaﬀ t Neues.“
„Auf dieser Grundlage entstand das
konsequente Boot für die kleine Crew,
das zugleich auch den Wünschen einer
älteren Klientel besonders entgegenkommt.“
„KOMFORT TRIFFT QUALITÄT“
„Das Boot segelt nicht nur hervorragend, es lässt sich auch höchst einfach
bedienen: mehr technischer Support für
eine kleine Crew geht kaum.“
„Die an den Niedergang grenzende
üppige Nasszelle ist mit einem abgeteilten Duschbereich versehen.“
„Die Koje ist satte 1,90 m breit … „
„Konsequent auf zwei Personen ausgerichtet, gut aufgeteilt und ausgestattet, reichlich Stauraum, dazu steif und
schnell. Die Saare 38.2 ist ein ideales
Boot für Paare, die viel und gern
unterwegs sind.“
„Der Preis ist hoch, aber der Leistung
durchaus angemessen.“
„Erwähnenswert ist weiter die extrem
umfangreiche Grundausstattung. Hinzu
kommt die hohe Individualisierbarkeit,
zeitlose Linien und das Gefühl etwas
Besonderes zu segeln.“
Fridtjof Gunkel,
second chief editor YACHT

LOA in m
Bmax in m
Draft in m
opt. in m
Displacement in t

11,4
3,66
1,95
1,8
8,1

Ballast in t
Engine hp
Mainsail in m²
Jib (105) in m²
Gennaker in m²

2,95
51
40,9
33,2
118,8

Code Zero in m²
I in m
J in m
P in m
E in m

68,7
15,2
4,24
14,3
4,85

We have been sailing our Saare 38
for ﬁve seasons now. So far she has
taken us on trips to Estonia, Finland,
Alands, Sweden, Denmark and of
course the German coast.
In summary we can say that she is
an extremely comfortable and well
built cruiser that you can always rely
on and that is a pleasure to sail. We
have sailed her in light winds as well
as in winds up to strong gale. She behaves nicely in waves and she is easy
to control and gives good feedback.
The boat sails really fast and with
little eﬀort.
In my opinion the cockpit and deck
layout are perfect for a small crew,
functional and ergonomic. I have never
seen a better conﬁguration. The cockpit
oﬀers good shelter. With a small kid on
board you sometimes have to operate
the boat in singlehanded mode. Even
that works well - sitting sideways at the
wheel you can reach mainsail and even
the genoa winch.
We really enjoy the well-thought good
details below deck. Handrails to prevent falling when sailing in rough seas,
powerful heating in all cabins - even in
the bath room, a great solution for the
shower (can be separated by a foldable
door), eﬃcient insulation, well done
illumination (especially the ﬂoor lights
when sailing at night).
However, although the Saare 38 actually
is an easy-to-handle and comfortable
cruiser, it is also fun to take her out
for racing. Over the last years we were
able to achieve quite a few remarkable results in regattas (ORC Club and
Yardstick). She performs extremely well,
especially upwind.
For us she is the perfect boat. Thanks
for designing and building her.
Peter C.
Saare 38 LUNA NOSTRA Kiel
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Saare 41ac is perfect
When I started working with Saare
Yachts in 2008, my own ﬁrst Saare
was the 41cc (centre cockpit) . A ﬁne
cruiser and a comfortable yacht . After a short time I could say that this
yacht was much faster and better
performing than I had expected. As
I had been into racing before and
still wanted to sail some club races,
we decided to build the Saare 41 as
an aft cockpit yacht with the same
hull, keel, rudder and rig. This, much
bigger cockpit makes manoeuvring
faster, and easier with downwind
sails.
When my wife and I sailed the ﬁrst
Saare 41ac from Saaremaa to Eckernförde in autumn 2012, we encountered
a lot of wind. One long night from Lithuania to Poland was particularly bad,
it was dark for 12 hours. The weather
forecast predicted a nightmare. We
had 30 to 35 knots of wind for most of
the night, and 43 to 45 knots for a few
hours. We kept using the autopilot all
night, and it worked perfectly. After this
trip, we have complete trust in our boat.
Since then, we’ve known that the Saare
41ac is the perfect cruiser, even in bad
and heavy wind conditions.
Two years later, we sailed the Aalregatta
with 134 competing yachts. At the start,
the wind was up to 8 knots. This was the
maximum of the day. A long spinnaker
course with 3–6 knots of wind brought
us to the ﬁnish line. We arrived in 6th
place with only a few big racings yachts
before us. Overall, we won this race.
Today, we know that the Saare 41ac
is our perfect yacht. Strong and stiﬀ,
fast and safe in heavy wind while also
great-performing in light wind, very
comfortable, well-insulated, and build in
the best Scandinavian tradition.
Thomas Nielsen
The owner of Saare Yachts OÜ

LOA in m
Bmax in m
Draft in m
opt. in m
Displacement in t

12,5
3,92
2
1,8
9,3

Ballast in t
Engine hp
Mainsail in m²
Jib (105) in m²
Gennaker in m²

3,9
60
48
39,6
135,3

Code Zero in m²
I in m
J in m
P in m
E in m

78,3
16,45
4,67
15,5
5,2

Saare, we had to explain in the past..
Sailing the second ship ever build, it was
completely unknown in the beginning.
Time is changing. After eight years and
12.500 miles Saare meanwhile is well
known as a comfortable and fast ship.
Centre cockpit ships, heavy but comfortable ships without speed for elder
people?
Yes, the ship is really comfortable. It`s
nice to have the huge owners king size
bed in the aft and it`s nice to have it
in the future, getting older. But slow?
Certainly not. It is a well balanced ship
with a enormous agility but a handsome
behavior.
Within the last ten years the building
quality developed further and further
on. So, when you buy a new ship now it
is on the latest standard of technology
but also building quality.
After eight years of sailing our ship you
can imagine the high quality the ships
were built and are build in. Every door
and cupboard is opening and closing as
it did on the ﬁrst day. The big hull oﬀers
you a cozy climate all over the season
but as well in the beginning of the season.
The Harken equipment and the Selden
rig are working without any problems
and no replacement was necessary up
to now.
Easy to sail with a small crew of two
people but with a tremendous potential
using our Genaker or the new Code - 0.
After a while you see the other ships as
small triangles behind you.
You never want to get into a gale, but
when you are in it you are still feeling
safe in the cockpit. The ship is reacting
plannable and the center cockpit gives
you a good shelter. It´s like sitting on an
isle, the meaning of the name Saare in
the Estonian language.
41 feet is big enough for a lot of comfort
but small enough getting in quite and
not so overcrowded areas.
For us it is the best ship ever and we can
not imagine sailing other ships than a
Saare 41cc.
Susanne and Luzian Dziwisch,
Saare 41cc SEAFISH,
Eckernförde
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Dear Peeter, Dear Thomas
The very ﬁrst Saare 46 ever built,
„Lucky Dane“, has ended its
maiden voyage. We arrived at our
home port Vordingborg yesterday, after a long trip that brought
us home from Estonia through
Finland, the Åland Islands, the
Stockholm archipelago, Kalmar,
Rügen, Eckernförde, the islands
south of Fünen, Aarhus, and
Kerteminde . The log now shows
1334 nautical miles.
So, I can with conﬁdence say:
We tested the boat in real life,
from 0° Celsius in Finland to 30°
Celsius in the Stockholm area to
pouring rain in Denmark. Winds
ranged from zero to gale-force,
some of the harbors were narrow, crowded, and windy.
However:
The Saare 46 is very easy to maneuver,
even with only 2 sailors on board. The
Saare 46 sails extremely well - and I
must add - fast. The Saare 46 is well
insulated (which we appreciated at
nighttime in Finland).
Everything on board has been built to
very high craftsmanship and technical
standards, and we enjoyed the ﬁne
details every day. And not forgetting,
everything on board is still in perfect
working order after our long trip.
As you must remember, I wished to take
a big part in deciding what the layout
and all the details of the yacht should be
like, and I must say, Peeter and his team
realized my ideas and wishes in a very
professional and skilled manner.
Before starting our ﬁrst journey home,
I thought I would keep a list of all the
features that could be improved for the
second Saare 46, but I could not come
up with one single thing. This goes to
prove that you carried out my ideas
perfectly.
Thank you for a great job.
Hans G., Denmark
Owner of Saare 46 No. 01

LOA in m
14,15
Bmax in m
4,16
Draft in m
2,2
opt. in m
2
Displacement in t 13,6

Ballast in t
Engine hp
Mainsail in m²
Jib (105) in m²
Gennaker in m²

5,1
75
59,4
50,3
171,4

Code Zero in m²
I in m
J in m
P in m
E in m

99,7
18,42
5,25
17,36
5,8

New for 2020/21

Khaya mahogany
European oak
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